
Thanks for the feedback!
Thanks for all the positive feedback on the new 
format for this newsletter; we’re glad you like it! It 
was wonderful to receive photographs and articles 
from several members, which you’ll find inside. 

Until next month, remember that the purpose of our 
Club is to enjoy woodworking. Go make some 
sawdust!

A busy month
It has been an interesting and productive month for 
the Club, with plenty of members generating noise, 
wood shavings and some nice completed projects in 
the workshop area. Other members were busy with 
equipment maintenance, timber milling and teaching 
new skills to other members. You know it’s a busy 
Saturday at the Club when you can’t find a carpark, 
as happened recently to your Editor!

Channel 7 Queensland Weekender 
The makers of the Channel 7 television program 
‘Queensland Weekender’ filmed a segment on 
Cooroy recently (which has already aired by the 
time you read this).  The show included a visit to our 
Club including the Kilns workshop where quite a few 
members were busy 
woodworking. 

John Gygar was the Duty Officer 
at the time so became a star for 
the day. Can we have your 
autograph, John?

August 2017

The Cooroora Woodworkers Club is all about:
• Sharing the joy of woodworking.
• Providing a positive environment to learn new skills.
• Sourcing and milling high-quality wood for purchase.
• Supporting a diverse range of community projects.

We always welcome new members. Come join us!
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Rising to the Challenge
In the last edition we issued you a challenge to 
rescue some wood. Sarah Rizos did exactly that. 

I found some scrapped hardwood decking that 
was on its way to the tip. I rescued the wood, 

pulled out the screws and nails, cleaned it up and put 
the boards through the planner. Using the rescued 
pieces, I made a outdoor chair for two.

This was my first attempt at a chair and my first  piece 
of furniture. I must say I’m rather stoked with the 
result! It’s amazing what can be done with old pieces 
of timber that were just being thrown away.

Trash to Treasure
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Robin Denyer and Vicky Breedyk are partners in 
life and now also in woodworking. They showed 
their first efforts at box making. Very Nice!

Life member Charlie Cobb displayed two of the 
wooden cars he’s been making lately. Love 
your work, Charlie!

Jim Pound continues to over-achieve! He showed 
us two more marquetry pieces: a mind-boggling 
pattern and a fine image of the Queen of Sheba. Well done Sarah! Your garden seat looks fantastic!
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Clean-Up Day at Johnson Court
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An early Spring Clean
One of the more significant activities last month was a much 
needed clean-up at the Club’s storage site in Johnson Court. 
Over time the site had witnessed an accumulation of good 
and not-so-good timber plus a substantial amount of metal 
sheets and other junk.

The A-Team has arrived
A crack team of cleaner-uppers descended on the site early 
one Saturday morning, augmented by several utes, a large 
forklift and a tip truck. It was very pleasing to have several 
members of the Sunshine Coast Camphor Laurel Initiative 
pitching in to help.

The good, the bad and the ugly
The day comprised a bit of rain but mostly sunshine, 
considerable discussion of the problem, lots of banter, and 
even some actual work.

Good timber was separated from wood that had become 
weathered or affected by insects, rubbish was centralised 
and disposed of, and the site was considerably tidied up. 

Timber Convenor Ian Robertson had hired a dump truck on 
behalf of the Club and we were very fortunate to have the 
use of the Camphor Laurel group’s heavy duty forklift. The 
truck was filled to the brim! The early showers failed to 
dampen spirits, especially when Treasurer Andy Esworthy 
fired up the barbie for a sausage sizzle. Cheers, Andy!

Free kittens!
OK, there weren’t really any kittens on offer, but the workers 
were invited to take home any pieces of wood earmarked for 
disposal. Most of the team ended up carting away a few 
pieces of wood that were short on looks but long on potential 
(allegedly). We look forward to seeing some of the reclaimed 
timber making an appearance in the ‘Trash to Treasure’ 
section of this newsletter!

Good job!
Well done to the organisers and workers who made the day 
a success. A special ‘thank you’ goes to our fellow 
woodworkers from the Camphor Laurel group.

The hard core team shows their distain for the rain.

A hive of activity. And discussion.

Every woodies club needs…scrap metal? Off to the tip!

Now that looks better! Compare this to the first pic.
Thanks Everyone!

BEFORE

AFTER
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Newsletter Co-Editor John Cantwell shamelessly devotes two whole pages to his own pet project…
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Shaker-style End Table - Part 3

In the last update on my build of a Shaker-style side table (under the expert  
guidance of Bob Chaplin) I finished cutting mortices and tenons in the legs 
and aprons for the table. Now I needed to cut the tapers in each of the legs.

To do this I knocked up a tapering jig, a simple construction of plywood with 
a some holes to take three hold-downs and a rail to align the leg.  The photo 
on the right shows the jig with a completed, nicely tapered leg.

It was time to tackle the dovetail joints to join the legs and side aprons to the two 
drawer supports. On the left is a diagram of how they were supposed to look.

After carefully marking out on the upper and lower drawer supports, I cut the 
‘tails’ with a Japanese pull-saw and cleaned up the corners with a chisel.

Next came the sockets in the front legs and side aprons. I took this slowly, 
nibbling away thin slices of wood. The steps are shown below. The result wasn’t 
perfect but I planned to use thin veneer wedges to correct the fit.

Then it was time for the first dry-fit of the parts. As you can see on the right, it 
went together pretty well but there was certainly some scope to refine the fit.

Bob suggested I pre-finish the aprons and inside of each leg. I first masked off 
the tenons and mortices. After brushing on a seal coat I applied 12 coats of 
water-based polyurethane using Bob’s modified French polishing technique. 
The result was a thin glossy layer of finish that looked great on the Silver Ash.

11 2
3
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Shaker-style End Table - Part 3 Continued…

Then it was time for another dry fit and more tweaking to 
get a good tight fit. Finally, I was ready to glue the pieces 
together. Two-part 90-minute epoxy was used for the glue 
up, applied carefully using an old artist’s brush. The dry 
fitting paid off when the pieces went together smoothly.

There was some excitement as multiple clamps were 
applied, adjusted, removed, reapplied, twisted and 
reapplied until the legs, apron and other parts were all 
straight and square. Whew! I let the epoxy dry overnight. 

In the next instalment of this saga I’ll tackle the construction 
of the drawer, all with hand-cut dovetails. Gulp!     ~JC

For added strength, all of the tenons in the aprons were secured with wooden pins, made from the same 
Queensland Maple I planned to use for the top and drawer front. After splitting some straight-grained maple into thin 
sticks, I turned them on the lathe down to slightly oversize. Then I sized them exactly by knocking them through a 
doweling jig. Once glued and hammered into place, the pins were sawn off then sliced flush with a sharp chisel.
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A Newbie’s Tale
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What’s it like joining the Cooroora 
Woodworkers Club?
Well you probably won’t be surprised to know it’s a very 
steep but enormously enjoyable learning curve.

For Vicky and I, it all started after 
meeting Don Briggs of the milling 
team at the CWC Show in 2016. We 
bought two pieces of wood for future 
projects, with absolutely no idea how 
to go about turning them into finished 
pieces of furniture. ”Join our club and 
we’ll show you how,” said Don (add 
your own version of a deep Yorkshire 
accent).

Just sign here
We visited the club and filled in the 
application forms, attended our first club meeting, 
introduced ourselves as hopeless beginners, handed 
over a very reasonable amount in membership fees, and 
promptly received name badges from the Membership 
Officer Andrew Barnsley.

Induction and first woodworking steps
The next stop for us was a half-day induction course 
with Bill Todd. This covered signing in, safety and some 
top tips from Bill on setting up and using some of the 
machines in the workshop. “Check everything!” still rings 
in our ears.

Onwards to our first Wednesday session and it was 
John Gygar’s turn, this time offering some guidance on 
woodturning. To our amazement we achieved almost 
finished bowls on our first session. 

Next, I lent a hand setting up for the Wood Show 2017, 
while Vicky volunteered to take a look at the club’s 
computer equipment (IT is her thing).

We saw some serious sawdust being generated when 
Alex Findlay levelled a big burr slab we have, using the 
large surfacing machine that newbies are definitely not 
allowed to play with.

Robin Denyer provided this excellent account of what it’s like to join our Club. Thanks Robin!   ~Editors

Boxing lessons with our Buddy
The club has a system whereby new members are 
assigned a ‘Buddy’ to guide them through the first few 
months. Our buddy was your co-editor John Cantwell.

During several sessions John guided 
us through the process of making a 
wooden box each. We covered an 
enormous amount of territory, finishing 
a pair of mitred boxes in Red Cedar.

During this time we were able to use 
John’s fancy new ‘SawStop’ table saw 
which has some very clever safety 
technology built into it. It is almost 
impossible to cut yourself on one of 
these beauties, something near to 
John’s heart (and fingers) we learned!

More to learn
Next we were lucky enough to attend two sessions 
with Maureen Bowden on using a scroll saw. Maureen 
was full of information, starting us off with safety tips 
and beginners exercises, then working up to a complex 
butterfly project. 

Time for a cuppa!
One of the aspects of club life we’ve greatly enjoyed is 
the ritual ‘cuppa’ at morning tea time. Camaraderie is a 
big part of CWC and a chat over a brew in the club 
house or sitting on the verandah binds members 
together with smiles and banter. During these sessions 
there seems to be a lot of talk about ‘jigs’. I have no 
idea what they are yet but I’ve been told, “You won’t 
get far without making a jig or two.” 

A great start
It’s been a busy and rewarding start to our time at the 
Cooroora Woodworkers Club and I’d recommend it to 
anyone interested in woodworking, camaraderie and... 
jigs!

Robin Denyer
Member No. 666 (sounds ominous!)

Robin with his first box at Show and Tell



Around the Workshop

Graeme Scott shaping a large 
leaf motif on the belt sander
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“And then a Mig got on my tail!” 
Ian Robertson and John Sturtz 

discussing air combat?

Make a cheap cranked ‘chisel’

Fully dried glue squeeze-out is tough to remove and 
hard on your tools if you plane it off or chip it away 
using a chisel.

I had a lot of squeeze-out during a project after gluing together some boards for the top of a small 
table. Because I used several clamps I couldn’t wipe off the squeeze-out while it was still wet. When the 
clamps came off I was left with rock-hard beads of dried glue on both side of the table top.

Rather than blunt one of my chisels or plane blades,
I bought a cheap kitchen item: a narrow metal
spatula used to lift biscuits off a tray (so I’m told!).

I cut the spatula blade off at an appropriate length,
then bevelled the front edge on a grinder and honed it 
just like I would with a chisel, except I didn’t fuss too 
much about the quality of the edge.

It worked a treat to remove the dried on glue, and the 
cranked angle of the handle made it easy to keep the 
blade of the scraper/chisel thingie flat on the surface of 
the wood. Total cost: about $5 and 5 minutes work. 

Submitted by: John C

Do you have a clever woodworking tip or technique? Why not share it?
Shoot us an email at cwc-newsletter@bigpond.com
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Vice President Peter 
Bradford loves getting his 

photograph taken (not!)

Alan Warner shows Steve 
Chapman the finer points of 

woodturning
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First Visit to Ringtail Creek
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Goooooood morning, Ringtail Creek!
I really am a morning person.  It’s just that mornings 
start a little later now.  So, leaving home in the dark is 
unusual and it felt like I was missing something, like the 
fishing rods (that’s the only reason I get up early these 
days). Ian Robertson kindly collected me from the 
clubhouse, where the fog was still hanging around.  
When we got to Ringtail Creek it was very eerie, with the 
old lean-to, the camp kitchen, the logs and timber all 
shrouded in fog.

Dueling Banjos?
As the blokes started to arrive so did the banter, which 
were all typical good-natured comments but maybe not 
suitable for the family dinner table. Then there was talk 
about duelling banjos and that famous movie. This is 
when I got worried. However, work soon got under way 
and my chastity was preserved.

Not my best side
When the fog cleared, blades began spinning and chips 
started flying. I noticed a few cameras catching the 
action, However if anyone got a photograph of me I was 
either sitting down or leaning on a tree! Cameras can be 
so unkind.

Feel the serenity
The highlight of the morning, apart from watching the 
unbarking of two large Hoop Pine logs and slabbing one 
of them, was smoko.

First there was no water! It took a while but eventually 
enough was found from member’s drink bottles. Then 
there was no tea! The billy had boiled (no shortage of 
fire wood) but there was nothing to put in it.

So we waited for the cavalry. When John Kennedy 
arrived he fished the tea out of the kitchen box 
positioned right next to us. You know what they say 
about a “man’s look”.  

Then it was tea, cake and conversation in the bush 
under the sun. It doesn’t get much better than that.

We also received an article from Andy Esworthy on his visit to the milling site. Nice one, Andy!   ~Editors

A productive day
The team worked hard together to produce over $500 
worth of Hoop Pine slabs.  Did you know that more 
than 30% of our income comes from the Timber 
Milling Team?  Well done Team and thank you for your 
hard work.

It was a great morning of camaraderie and fellowship.
I will be going out to Ringtail Creek again in the future.  
I recommend all club members make it at least once.  
Oh, and don’t worry about facilities, there is a 
bathroom behind practically every tree.

Andy Esworthy

Dave Glarvey assisting Timber Convenor Ian Robertson 
sawing a log during a recent milling day at Ringtail Creek.
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Not All Rulers Are Created Equal
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I’m sure I measured that properly…
Recently, I found I had a small but annoying errors 
creeping into the dimensions of the parts of a small box I 
was making. I had 
made careful 
measurements as I cut 
the pieces, so the 
discrepancies were 
frustrating.

The culprit is 
revealed
Then I noticed that 
when I re-measured 
one of the pieces using a different ruler, I got a slightly 
different measurement. Therein lay the problem.

Thinking back to when I initially laid out the 
measurements for the box components, I realised I had 
interchangeably used the three measuring devices I 
normally have sitting on my workbench. These are a 
300mm steel ruler, a 600mm steel ruler, and a 150mm 
precision ruler/square.

The two cheap steel rulers were bought from 
Officeworks or Bunnings, as I recall, while the precision 
ruler was a pricey guaranteed-accurate item made by 
Incra.

Testing, testing…
When I compared the accuracy these rulers using the 
Incra ruler (at the top in all photos) the el-cheapo rulers 
were inaccurate in two different directions, with one of 
them measuring short while the other measured long 
(Photo 1).

I decided to check some 
other rulers in my 
workshop. I have two 
Empire brand 
combination squares 
(US made), one large 
and one small. The 
scale on the large gauge 
(Photo 2) was out by 

half a millimetre 
whereas the smaller 
square (Photo 3) was 
spot on. Confused?

It’s all on tape
I then checked three 
different tape 
measures made by 
Starrett, Lufkin and a cheap Craftsman brand. Again I 
was surprised: all three measured accurately, even the 
allegedly dodgy Craftsman tape (Photos 4 and 5).

Measuring up
So, it seems that 
rulers aren’t all the 
same, even within 
the same brand. In 
an ideal world you’d 
buy the most 
accurate ruler you 
can find. Of course, 
not everyone has 
access to super-
duper guaranteed 
accurate measuring 
devices.

However, if you 
adopt the discipline 
of using the same 
ruler throughout a 
project, this would produce consistency even if it isn’t 
perfectly accurate.

Either way, it pays to not randomly mix your rulers 
while laying out your projects. A half-millimetre here 
and there probably won’t matter if you are building 
cabinets, but if fine boxes are your thing the errors are 
easily seen when you assemble the box.

Of course, you could simply incorporate such glaring 
errors (sorry, make that ‘features’) into your work so 
that a few millimtres here and there will never be 
noticed! That’s my plan, anyway… Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 1

Photo 4

Photo 5

John Cantwell



Dear Editors,
I overheard someone in the workshop talking about 
something called “Hairy Oak.” At first I was concerned the conversation 
had strayed onto personal topics, especially when one guy said it can be 
hard to handle. However, I eventually figured out that they were actually talking 
about timber. Can you save me further embarrassment and tell what Hairy Oak 
really is?
Yours, Blushing Woodie.

TIMBER TALK

Firstly, Blushing Woodie, we suspect you are a bit of a wierdo. Please don’t sit near us at the next club 
meeting. Secondly, yes, Hairy Oak is a type of timber. Here’s the low down.

Hairy Oak (also known as Woolly Oak and Stringybark She-Oak) is a shrub or small tree of the she-oak 
family found in inland New South Wales and Queensland. The bark of the tree is instantly recognisable, 
comprising a thick mat of dark interwoven fibres (see photos), which are the source of its name. The 
trees grow in poor conditions, producing relatively narrow trunks and branches. 

The heartwood is usually red with attractive dark oval-shaped flecks (called medullary). Hairy Oak is 
hard and surprisingly dense (a product of its tough growing conditions) but it turns, drills and sands 
satisfactorily, although the medullary and sapwood material can be quite brittle.

Large boards are uncommon, but small pieces are prized by box-makers and pen-turners.

Yours, the Editors

The Cooroora Woodworkers Club 
is proud to be supported by:
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Our Club is sometimes asked by local students for small 
wood offcuts to use in school experiments. We understand 
the experiments are about different combustion rates.

On a recent Saturday morning another student visited the 
Club with a request for offcuts, and Alex Finlay obliged 
with a mixed selection of softwood and hardwood pieces. 
We are always happy to encourage and assist our local 
students.

After all, anything that involves firey experiments sounds 
pretty cool to us!

Supporting Our Community





Joinery and Furniture Making
Bob Chaplin conducts this 
excellent course on Monday 
afternoons from 12 noon to 
4 p.m. This is a popular 
course, with a waiting list of 
a month or two, so contact 
Bob on 5476 2837 to book 
your place in this class.

Woodworking Classes Contact List

Office Bearers
President Dennis Donnelly 0409 639335
Vice President Peter Bradford 5485 1644
Secretary Dave Glarvey 5485 1501
Treasurer Andy Esworthy 0409 900559

Management Committee
Andrew Barnsley 0419 011322
Aline Briggs 5442 5938
Ian Robertson 0448 582609
Les Taylor 5442 6195
Bill Todd 5442 5850

Volunteers
Minute Secretary Jeff Fraser 5485 2030
Memberships Andrew Barnsley 0419 011322
Club Library Peter Bradford 5485 1501
Newsletter Co-Editors

John Cantwell 0409 735224
Steve Chapman 0419 611565

Workshop Maintenance and Machinery Certification
Alan Warner 5447 7761
Bill Todd 5442 5850
Alex Findlay 5474 0626

Carvers’ Group
The carvers’ group meets on 
Tuesdays from 9 a.m. to 
noon. Talk to Aileen 
McPhee or Peter Bradford.

Spindle Turning
Alan Warner conducts 
lessons in spindle turning 
on the first, third and fifth 
Saturday of each month. 
Check with Alan.

General Woodturning
Dennis Donnelly offers 
tuition in woodturning on 
Wednesday mornings. Check 
availability with Dennis.

The Club provides a Workshop 
Duty Officer (WDO) to improve 
safety and reduce equipment 
damage. There must always be a 
minimum of two members in the 
workshop including the WDO.

Contact the Newsletter Editors
Do you have a story for us?

Got photos to share?
We’d love to hear from you! 

cwc-newsletter@bigpond.com
Call John or Steve or email to:

Workshop Hours
Normal clubhouse and workshop 
hours are Tuesday to Saturday
9 a.m. to noon. Monday morning 
is reserved for manintenance and 
accreditation.
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